Directions to the Gault Site

From the South
I-35N to exit #266
Florence/Killeen/195

Turn Left follow 195, 15 miles to Florence

Exit 195 at FM 487, turn right

Turn Left on FM 2843, go 2.9 miles

House on the left/west (3433) with red tiles is the Gault School fieldhouse, next drive on left with black mailbox (3439) is the Gault Site

From Killeen on 195
Turn left on FM 487 in Florence, then see above

From the North
I-35S to exit #283, stay on frontage road about ½ mile

Turn Right on FM 2843, follow for 11 miles

Go south past the Williamson County line sign about 200 yards

Gault site is on your right/west with two black mailboxes (3451) and automatic gate, (address # series in Bell County is different than in Williamson)